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QUEBEC’S PUBLIC  
ADMINISTRATION UNIVERSITY

The École nationale d’administration publique (ENAP) was created 
in 1969 as a university and professional school of public administration. 
It brings together a team of experienced professors, all specialists in  
this field. They, in turn, are backed by practitioners, senior public 
servants and managers who share their personal experience and 
propose an updated vision of public administration. Through its 
actions, ENAP contributes to the development of a competent 
Quebec public service that is capable of ensuring the delivery of 
quality services to its citizens.

ENAP is the Public Administration University. As a French-language 
institution in North America, ENAP combines European political  
science and administrative law traditions with modern North 
American management techniques. As a result, it can offer interested 
individuals French-language learning programs reflecting the realities 
of North American management. The University boasts a faculty of 
more than 75 regular, associate and visiting professors from diverse 
disciplines. Close to a dozen research teams work in the fields of 
public management, policy and programs, as well as in the field  
of governance.
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Providing Recognized,  
Well-Established Expertise

For more than 30 years, ENAP has been active on the international  
scene, contributing to the advancement and evolution of public  
administration best practices. Over the years, ENAP has developed  
real expertise in the transfer of knowledge and competencies in  
public-sector management.

ENAP is a leader in public administration consulting and  
training services and bases its experience on:

• the successful completion of several major international  
cooperation projects over the past 30 years;

• interventions in more than 30 countries in Africa, Asia, Europe  
and the Americas;

• the training of more than 1,000 trainers and managers in its 
various programs;

• the presence of the Centre for the International Promotion of 
Quebec Public Expertise (Centre de valorisation internationale de 
l’expertise publique québécoise) within the same walls.

Offering an Integrated, Global Approach

ENAP’s services reflect a balance between theory and practice. They 
are based on an integrated, global approach that aims at the transfer 
of expertise, the development of know-how and sharing experience. 
The School promotes dialogue and encourages an approach adapted 
to the priorities of the public administrations of the countries where  
it intervenes.

With the Centre for the International Promotion of Quebec Public  
Expertise, ENAP has, more than ever, privileged access to the Quebec 
public service. As a result, whether it be in the framework of its inten-
sive training programs or in its public-management consulting services, 
the University can count on the support of professors from one of the 
largest public administration universities in the French-speaking world 
and of experts from one the most effective public services in the world.

Meeting the Challenges of Modern  
Public Administration

Armed with its knowledge, experience and global approach on the 
international scene, ENAP offers services permitting the governments 
of developing and emerging nations to more easily meet the biggest 
challenges facing modern public administrations, in particular:

• good governance and public-sector performance;

• the implementation of deconcentration and decentralization;

• the promotion of fairness and a sense of ethics in the  
public sector;

• the development of leadership in public management;

• sustainable development.

In particular, ENAP is a partner of choice for:

• the training of public managers at the local, regional or  
national level;

• consulting services for governments.
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TRAINING FOR  
PUBLIC MANAGERS

Our Regular Study Programs 

ENAP offers post-graduate study programs, adapted to the needs of 
both individuals and public organizations. ENAP represents a partner of 
choice for those wishing to perfect their public-management knowledge 
and competencies, to improve their performance and to expand their 
career possibilities without having to go outside their country. Its training 
programs are offered in French, English and Spanish.

One of ENAP’s features is its great capacity to adapt its training programs 
to respond to the needs of its international clientele. Consequently, it can 
offer its different programs abroad in a variety of modes that respond 
to the needs of its foreign clientele.

Master’s in Public Administration (MAP)  
for Managers

Focused on translating knowledge into practice, the Master’s in Public 
Administration for Managers is intended for individuals with some  
management experience and aims at making them capable of respon-
ding to the demands of a public administration, of leading and of 
effectively managing the organizations, programs and resources under 
their responsibility. This program is the equivalent of 45 credits at the 
Master’s level.

Specialized Graduate Diploma (DESS) offered 
through distance education

In the context of administrative reform and the modernization of 
public administration, there are significant needs with regard to 
management capacity building that are difficult to respond to using 
only traditional delivery methods. This is why ENAP offers a distance 
training program to obtain of a specialized graduate diploma in 
public administration (DESS). 

This innovative program is the equivalent of 30 credits at the 
Master’s level, and its objective is to develop an understanding of 
the structures, operations, management, and environment of public 
administration as well as to foster the acquisition of the management  
skills required within public organizations.

Adapted Programs

 Haiti (2008-2012) 
The Haitian government and ENAP are presently collaborating within 
the framework of the Haitian governance enhancement project (Projet 
d’appui au renforcement de la gestion publique - PARGEP) to establish 
a national school of administration and public policy (ENAPP). Until the 
actual implementation of this new institution, ENAP’s Master’s Program 
in Public Administration is being offered both in the classroom in Port-au-
Prince and through distance education (via the Internet) to 20 managers 
of the Haitian public service.

 Rwanda (2005-2007)
In an effort to form a group of executives familiar with leading-edge 
knowledge and effective practices in public administration, the Rwanda 
government called upon ENAP’s services. In partnership with the Rwanda 
Institute of Administration and Management (RIAM), ENAP offered 
the Master’s Program in Public Administration to 25 managers of the 
Rwanda public service. The courses were offered in Kigali within the 
framework of intensive, distance-learning sessions. 

 Vietnam (2009-2013)
On November 13, 2009, Vietnam’s National Academy of Public 
Administration and ENAP signed an agreement to deliver a master’s 
in public administration program in Hanoi beginning in March 2010. 
Several professors from ENAP taught close to 40 participants in Vietnam. 
Following the success of this first initiative, the two institutions renewed 
the agreement for the training of a second cohort of participants from 
January 2012 to August 2013.
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Our Specialized Training

Over the past years, ENAP has developed specialized training  
for different aspects of public management adapted to the  
international context. The different training offered deals with  
several fields of expertise that are specific to the realities of the public 
sector, in particular, human-resource performance management  
and sustainable development. 

All training activities can be offered in Quebec or abroad.

For more information about the different training we offer, 
please consult our training catalogue for the present year and 
our Website: www.international.enap.ca

To respond to more specific needs of public administra-
tions, ENAP can also develop and implement custom training. 
Contact us any time: international@enap.ca

Our Strategic Programs

ENAP’s mission is to contribute to the development of public administration 
as both a field of knowledge and a field of practice. Furthermore, it has 
a solid reputation as a university specializing in public management, 
focusing on the development of management competencies.

The exporting of this Quebec public-management know-how beyond our 
boundaries has been made possible thanks to its top-calibre team made 
up of mainly specialists, senior public servants and experienced practi-
tioners having held strategic positions within government organizations.

Among its international development activities, four-week strategic 
programs are offered.

The Integrated Management Program for Foreign 
Executives (Programme intégré de management 
pour les cadres étrangers – PIMCÉ) 

For more than 20 years, ENAP has offered the Integrated Management 
Program for Foreign Executives. It is for managers wishing to develop 
their management competencies in various public administration sectors. 
PIMCÉ is a constantly renewed training program aiming at both knowledge 
acquisition and the development of management skills. It includes 
different training modules (public management, project management, 
results-based management, management of public finances, human-
resource management) and the completion of an integration activity 
(consulting project) dealing with a management situation experienced 
by the participants.

The International Program for Development  
Evaluation Training – IPDET

The International Program for Development Evaluation Training is the 
result of a collaboration agreement between the World Bank and ENAP. 
This program conforms to the International Program for Development 
Evaluation Training (IPDET) model. With IPDET, ENAP capitalizes on 
the expertise of experienced evaluation specialists from it Centre de 
recherche et d’expertise en évaluation (CREXE), a university centre of 
excellence devoted exclusively to the evaluation of programs and projects. 
The World Bank-ENAP IPDET focuses on program and development- 
project evaluation, program and development-project monitoring and 
results-based management. 

The Public-Management Training Program in 
Support of Administrative Reforms (Le Programme 
de formation en management public en support 
aux réformes administratives – PMPRA) 

Public administration managers are frequently called upon to manage 
State reform programs and programs dealing with modernizing  
administration. PMPRA is designed to help those in charge of  
administrative reforms to fill the role of key advisor to political decision 
makers, to increase their credibility with funding organizations and to 
be good communicators. Thus, the skills required to coordinate, develop 
and implement an administrative reform program will be developed 
and strengthened. The participants will be led, among other things,  
to evaluate a public administration; to set objectives to be reached; to 
set an implementation timetable as well as the implementation budget  
of an administrative reform program; to develop and implement a 
communications plan.
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CONSULTING SERVICES

Support for Governments in the Areas of 
Governance and Public-Sector Reform

ENAP is a leader in consulting services offered to government authorities 
with regard to the modernization of the State and the public-service 
reform. The University is regularly invited to offer opinions and to advise 
government authorities from different countries about these issues. 
ENAP’s 30 years of experience make it a partner of choice for projects 
dealing with, in particular: 

• strategic implementation of administrative or sector reforms;

• strengthening or creation of national schools of  
public administration.

Here are some other fields of specialization in which ENAP is in a 
position to assist a country’s public administration:

• public sector performance management;

•  human resource management and public sector leadership;

•  decentralized management of the State;

                      •  sustainable development; 

    •  strategic management of the State.
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Governance Enhancement Project  
(Projet d’appui au renforcement de la gestion 
publique - PARGEP)        

 Haiti
PARGEP’s objective is to contribute to State capacity building in Haiti. It is 
a five-year plan (2008-2012) that counts on the transfer of competencies 
from ENAP and the Quebec public administration to the Haitian public 
administration, with the financial support of the Canadian government 
and the contribution of human resources from the Government of Quebec. 

The project is centred on: 

• support for the Prime Minister’s Office and the Presidency for 
coordinating government action;

• support for plans to build capacities of the Ministry of Planning 
and External Cooperation (ministère de la Planification et de la 
Coopération externe – MPCE) and of study and program units 
(UEP) within sector ministries;

• support for the Bureau of Management and Human Resources 
(Office du management et des ressources humaines – OMRH) in 
steering administrative reform;

• support for the creation of a national school of public administra-
tion and public policy (the École nationale d’administration et de 
politiques publiques - ENAPP);

• Ssupport for management of public finances, particularly including 
the implementation of the budget program.

Support for the Modernization of Public  
Administration and the Strengthening  
of Governance

 Morocco  
The project supporting the modernization of public administration and 
the strengthening of governance in Morocco took place from 1999 to 
2004. Its objective was to guide the Moroccan department of public 
service in reforms dealing with human-resource management. In this 
context, several consulting and training activities were offered by ENAP.

These activities were centred mainly on: strategic thinking dealing with 
the role of the State and the future of the public service; the simplifica-
tion of administrative procedures; personnel redeployment; evaluation 
and promotion of State employees; continuing education for executives; 
implementation of information technologies; and the role of women 
within the Moroccan public service.

Implementation of the Institut supérieur 
du management public (ISMP) 

 Cameroon
Collaboration between ENAP and Cameroon’s Institut supérieur du 
management public (ISMP) began in 1986. Within the framework of 
a project funded by the Canadian International Development Agency 
(CIDA), ENAP was called upon to supply technical support for the crea-
tion of ISMP. The project to create a school began with the recruitment 
and training of a number of Cameroon professors who were involved 
with those from ENAP. The first training seminars, including the Integrated 
Management Program for Foreign Executives (PIMCÉ), were delivered 
in 1987 by mixed teams made up of ENAP professors and the newly 
recruited Cameroon personnel. 

Later, memoranda of cooperation signed in 1992 and 1998, as well 
as ISMP’s participation in the Didacthèque internationale en manage-
ment public, further strengthened the ties between the two institutions. 
Furthermore, ENAP has renewed its memorandum of cooperation with 
ISMP with a plan to offer some specialized training in Cameroon.

With its focus on training Cameroon public administration managers and 
those from other Central African countries, ISMP is now recognized for 
the quality of its public management expertise. 

ENAP focuses on State capacity building 
through the transfer of knowledge 

and competencies.
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A STRATEGIC PARTNERSHIP

In addition to its own resources, ENAP can count on the presence of 
the Centre for the International Promotion of Quebec Public Expertise  
(www.cvi.enap.ca) that can mobilize experts having participated in 
efforts to reform and modernize the Quebec administration. 

Included in Quebec’s international policy launched in May 2006, the  
Centre stems from a partnership involving ENAP, the Department of 
International Relations and the Department of Economic Development, 
Innovation and Export Trade. Its mission is to promote Quebec public 
expertise on the international scene in partnership with the business and 
education communities.

The Centre specializes in the management of international projects 
and has vast knowledge of leading-edge expertise developed in 
the various areas of Quebec public intervention. With access to 
experts from the Quebec public service, one of the most effective 
in the world, the Centre acts as an intermediary between experts, 
funders and foreign governments. It can also offer training in certain 
specific areas. 

Some Success Stories 

 Cameroon
In collaboration with the Department of Education, Recreation and 
Sport and with funding from the African Development Bank, the Centre 
developed a training program to build the capacities of managers from 
the Cameroun Ministry of Secondary Education for the planning, orga-
nization and management of technical and professional training with a 
view to implement a major reform.

 Haiti
With the support of experts from the Directeur de l’état civil, the Quebec 
Automobile Insurance Board and the Quebec Medical Insurance Board, 
the Centre is working with the Organization of American States to 
complete the project of modernization and integration of the civil  
registry in Haiti. The project, funded by the Canadian International 
Development Agency (CIDA), aims at modernizing the legal framework 
of civil registration in Haiti, at training the staff of the Office national 
d’identification and at integrating civil registration into the other Haitian 
public services. 

 Niger 
In the framework of this project funded by CIDA through the Deployment 
for Democratic Development Mechanism, the Quebec Treasury Board 
and the Centre are collaborating with Niger’s Agence de régulation des 
marchés publics in a project to support the implementation of the reform 
of Niger’s system of government contracting.

 Kuwait
The Centre is presently collaborating with experts from the Commission 
de la santé et de la sécurité du travail (Quebec’s Workers’ Health and 
Safety Board), the Quebec Pension Board and the Caisse de dépôt et 
placement du Québec (Quebec’s pension fund manager) in the actuarial 
valuation of the Kuwaiti pension plan for the country’s social protection 
agency.

 Russia
The Centre coordinated an intervention aiming at familiarizing a  
delegation from the Ministry of Conservation and Environmental  
Safety of Khanty-Mansiysk, Russia, with the Quebec model of public-
private partnerships. This project, funded by CIDA, was carried out 
in close collaboration with the Agence des partenariats public-privé 
du Québec.
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Africa 

Algeria

Benin

Burkina Faso

Cameroon

Central African Republic

Democratic Republic of Congo

Djibouti

Ethiopia

Gabon

Ghana

Ivory Coast

Madagascar

Mali

Morocco

Niger

Republic of Guinea

Republic of South Africa

Rwanda

Senegal

Togo

Tunisia

The Americas 
Brazil
Chile
Costa Rica
Haiti
Mexico
Paraguay
Venezuela

Asia 
China
Kuwait
Vietnam

Europe 
France
Italy
Romania
Russia

ENAP INTERNATIONAL
INTERVENTIONS IN MORE THAN 30 COUNTRIES 
ON 4 CONTINENTS
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